Introduction

While the analog modulator is critically important in determining accuracy of a sigma delta ADC, digital calibration techniques are essential for reducing offset and gain errors, as well as improving linearity. Intersil sigma delta analog to digital converters use a unique three point calibration technique (patent pending) which minimizes offset error and supports unique gain correction factors for positive and negative voltages, thus improving linearity. The following is a brief description of how the calibration coefficients are generated and applied. In addition, range detection and data coding are discussed. This document applies to both the Hi719X and Hi718X family of sigma delta ADCs.

The block diagram of Figure 1 is a simplified sigma delta converter with emphasis on the calibration functions. The sigma delta modulator produces a 1-bit data stream that is digitally filtered. The one's density of this data stream within a given period of time provides a digital representation of the analog input at the modulator. The digital filter output is calibrated by subtracting offset and correcting for gain error. Over and under range conditions are checked before the calibrated data is coded and stored in memory.

Calibration Coefficient Generation

A complete calibration requires the calibration logic to record conversion results under three different input conditions. A “zero scale” input is used to eliminate offset error, a “positive full scale” input is used to generate a gain correction coefficient for positive input voltages and a “negative full scale” input is used to generate a gain correction coefficient for negative input voltages.

When generating calibration coefficients, the input to the modulator may come from an external system input to the device or it can be generated internally. System calibration coefficients are generated by using the system inputs to the converter. System calibration coefficients are generated using the system inputs to the converter. System calibration allows the user to correct both system component and converter offset and gain errors at one time. Self calibration coefficients are generated by internally configuring the inputs to the modulator while disconnecting the external system inputs. Self calibration compensates for the converters internal offset and gain errors. The Hi719X and Hi718X products support various calibration modes, including system and self calibration operations. See the specific product data sheet for details.

During offset calibration, the “zero scale” voltage is supplied to the input of the converter. After converting this input, the Offset Correction Register is updated with the digital filter output, which is the offset correction factor. The Offset Correction Register contains a two’s complement number that can be positive or negative, depending on the offset correction required.

During positive gain calibration, the “positive full scale” voltage is supplied to the input of the converter. After completing a conversion, the Positive Gain Coefficient Register is updated with the digital filter output, which is the offset correction factor. The Offset Correction Register contains a two’s complement number which is used to calculate a gain correction factor for all positive input voltages.

During negative gain calibration, the “negative full scale” voltage is supplied to the input of the converter. After completing a conversion, the Negative Gain Coefficient Register is updated with the digital filter output, which is the offset correction factor. The Offset Correction Register contains a two’s complement number which is used to calculate a gain correction factor for all negative input voltages.

FIGURE 1. SIMPLIFIED CONVERTER BLOCK DIAGRAM
During negative gain calibration, the “negative full scale” voltage is supplied to the input of the converter. After completing a conversion, the Negative Gain Coefficient Register is updated with offset corrected data for this voltage. This data is a negative two’s complement number which is used to calculate a gain correction factor for all negative input voltages.

The order of the gain coefficient generation is not important but the offset coefficient must be generated before either of the gain coefficients. For proper calibration, the gain coefficients must have offset error removed before storage in memory. The flow chart below describes a proper method for generating the converter calibration coefficients using the system inputs.

**Calibrating Conversion Results**

In normal operating mode, every conversion is followed by a data calibration phase. Data calibration is as follows:

1. Offset is subtracted.
2. The polarity of the offset corrected data is determined and the proper gain correction factor is generated.
3. The offset calibrated data is multiplied by the gain correction factor generated in step two. This completes gain calibration.
4. The offset corrected data is checked for over or under range error before final coding (two’s complement, offset binary or, in unipolar mode, binary).

The calibrated, coded data is stored in memory and the user is notified of a completed conversion via an output interrupt signal.

**Offset Calibration**

Offset Calibration is a simple two’s complement subtraction. Each conversion has offset error removed by subtracting the contents of the Offset Correction Register from the digital filter output.

**Gain Calibration**

Gain calibration is a two step process. First, the proper gain correction factor is generated. Then this factor is multiplied by the offset corrected data, completing gain calibration.

The gain correction factor is generated via the divider (N/D) shown in Figure 1. After offset calibration has been completed, the converter determines which gain coefficient to use for generation of the gain correction factor. If the offset corrected data is positive, the positive gain coefficient is the denominator when determining the gain correction factor. If the offset corrected data is negative, the two’s complement of the negative gain coefficient is the denominator when determining the gain correction factor.

The input span (numerator), used to generate the gain correction factor is different for bipolar versus unipolar mode. In unipolar mode the calibration logic determines the gain correction factor by dividing the total internal resolution of the converter \(2^N\) by the span between the zero scale and positive full scale points. In bipolar mode the gain factor is determined by dividing one half the total internal resolution \((2^{N-1})\) of the converter by the span between the zero scale (bipolar midscale) and ± full scale points.

In either unipolar or bipolar mode, the division result is the gain correction factor and is multiplied by the offset corrected filter output to calculate the proper digital output of the converter. The gain correction factor is not permanently stored but is generated for each conversion. The Gain Correction Factor Register is not accessible via the serial interface.

**Range Detection**

In addition to the calibration process, the converter detects over range above positive full scale and under range below minus full scale conditions. Over or under range detection affects the output data coding as described in the Data Coding section.
Over range detection is identical for both bipolar and unipolar operation. Over range is detected by comparing the offset corrected filter output to the positive gain coefficient. If the current offset corrected filter value is greater than the positive gain coefficient, an over range condition is detected.

In unipolar mode, under range is detected by sampling the sign bit of the offset calibrated data. If the sign bit is logic 1, signifying a negative voltage, an under range condition exists.

In bipolar mode, under range is detected by comparing the offset corrected filter output to the negative gain coefficient. If the current offset corrected filter value is less than the negative gain coefficient, an under range condition is detected.

Data Coding

The calibrated data can be obtained in one of various numerical codes depending on the bipolar/unipolar mode bit and the two’s complement coding bit. In bipolar mode, if the two’s complement bit is true, the output is two’s complement. In bipolar mode, offset binary coding is used when the two’s complement coding bit is not true. In unipolar mode, only binary coding is available and the two’s complement coding bit is a don’t care.

The output coding tables for the HI719X 24-bit family of products is shown below. $V_{ZS}$ represents the applied zero scale input during system calibration or is AGND if internal calibration was performed. $V_{PFS}$ represents the applied positive full scale input during system calibration or is $V_{REF}$ if internal calibration was performed. $V_{NFS}$ represents the applied negative full scale input during system calibration or is $-V_{REF}$ if internal calibration was performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT VOLTAGE</th>
<th>TWO’S COMPLEMENT CODE</th>
<th>OFFSET BINARY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;$V_{PFS}$ - 1.5 LSB</td>
<td>7FFFFFF</td>
<td>FFFFFFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{PFS}$ - 1.5 LSB</td>
<td>7FFFFFF/7FFFFE</td>
<td>FFFFFFF/FFFFFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{ZS}$ - 0.5 LSB</td>
<td>000000/FFFFFF</td>
<td>800000/7FFFFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{NFS}$ + 0.5 LSB</td>
<td>800001/800000</td>
<td>000001/000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;$V_{NFS}$ + 0.5 LSB</td>
<td>800000</td>
<td>000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the range detection logic determines an over range, the converter output will clamp at the >($V_{PFS}$ - 1.5 LSB) output as described in Table 1 or 2. When the range detection logic determines an under range, the converter output will clamp at the <$($V_{NFS}$ + 0.5 LSB) output described in Table 1 or the <$($V_{ZS}$ + 0.5 LSB) output described in Table 2.

Additional Notes

The calibration logic can be effectively bypassed by writing the Offset Correction Register to 000000 (hex) and the Gain Coefficient registers to 800000 (hex). This forces zero offset correction and a gain correction factor of 1.

The Offset Correction Register and the two Gain Coefficient registers are read/write accessible via the device serial interface.

The HI719X and HI718X products support an ability to ignore the negative gain coefficient when generating the gain correction factor. Each product has the ability to use only the positive gain coefficient when determining the gain correction factor. This feature is not recommended, but has been included to maintain compatibility with industry standard converters. In unipolar mode the negative gain coefficient is not used and does not require generation.
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